
DESCRIPTION
Marine biology is the study of organisms in the ocean
and their interactions with the surrounding ocean
environment. Marine biologists study associated fields of
chemical, physical, and geological oceanography to
better understand various marine organisms. There are
many specializations under the study of marine biology,
such as microbiologist, biochemist, or marine
mammalogist. Because the ocean is such an incredibly
vast ecosystem, it would be impossible to study it all, so
marine biologist's field of study could range anywhere
from estuarine grass to sea snails to the impacts of
plastic pollution on coral reef ecosystems. The
possibilities are endless! 

A typical day as a marine biologist could range from
diving for hours on magical coral reefs and collecting
samples, sampling the ocean water from a boat, working
on a research project in a laboratory, or analyzing data
and writing up analyses for scientific reports and
publications. 

MARINE BIOLOGIST 
ANIMAL CAREER PROFILES

TYPICAL
SALARY

$33K -
$97K

For most entry-level marine biology research jobs, such as private research organizations or
biotechnology companies, a bachelor's or master's degree in marine biology or a similar science is
usually required. If you are interested in obtaining a faculty or professor position or pursuing your
own research interests, a doctoral degree is typically expected. 

EDUCATION
Although many schools offer programs in marine
biology, there are many other degree options if you are
interested in becoming a marine biologist. Many
students graduate with bachelor's degrees in biology,
ecology, zoology, fisheries, or other animal sciences.
While working towards your degree, it is important to
take part in a variety of classes that will allow you to
understand the science of the ocean as a whole, such as
chemistry, mathematics, physics and statistics. It is also
beneficial to participate in public policy and writing
courses that can help you work on regulatory issues and
communication in your future jobs. 

SKILLS & QUALIFICATIONS

Detailed Documentation - when
conducting research in the field or in a
laboratory, it is critical to document as
much as possible so the research is
most successful

Research and Lab Experience - a big
part of being any type of biologist is
familiarizing yourself with a laboratory
environment and participating in
research, so it is good to go into the job
market with these experiences 

Analytical Thinking and Critical
Observation - marine biologists must
be able to analyze data as well as their
surroundings when they are working in
the field

Practical Fieldwork Skills - spending
time in marine environments doing
hands on research is a commonality in
the field of marine biology 


